
Create your own wardrobe
By combining frames and doors from the PAX series with items from 
the KOMPLEMENT series of interior organisers, you can create exactly 
the wardrobe you need. Or you can choose one of our suggested 
storage solutions and add or remove interior organisers as you wish. 
Sliding doors allow more room for furniture because they don’t take 
any space to open. Moreover it is easy to find what you're looking for 
since you can easily see your clothes. Whatever you choose, the result 
is a wardrobe to suit both your home and your clothes.

Use our planning tools
You can create your wardrobe on the planner found in the PAX area of 
the store or in the comfort of your own home. Just visit 
www.IKEA.com.tr to download the bedroom planner for free. 

Read more in the guarantee
brochure.

SAFETY
This furniture must be fixed to the 
wall. Different wall materials 
require different types of fixing 
devices. Use fixing devices 
suitable for the walls in your 
home, sold separately.

ASSEMBLY
Minimum ceiling heights required: 
205 cm and 240 cm. 
IMPORTANT: 2 persons are
required to assemble this 
furniture safely.

BUYING GUIDE

PAX & KOMPLEMENT
Sliding doors
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CHOOSE YOUR 
WARDROBE

We have a wide range of PAX/KOMPLEMENT combinations
to choose from which you can find in the store or
on our website at www.IKEA.com. If you don’t find a
pre-designed solution that you like, you can use our PAX/
KOMPLEMENT planner to create the perfect solution that
suits your needs and taste.

Begin by looking through the ready-made combinations on
the web or in the planner gallery and choose one that
inspires you. You will then have a pre-designed combination
to start from that you can customise to your needs.
You can, for example, change the size and the colour of
the wardrobe, or the interior organisers.

You can also use the planner to design your own unique
PAX/KOMPLEMENT combination from scratch. There are 3
simple steps to follow when choosing your wardrobe solution.

1. Choose frames. Consider how much space you have
available in your room. It's important to know the maximum
height and width of your new wardrobe. Remember,
you can also make the most of unused space with corner
units.

2. Pick your style. What colour do you want your wardrobe
to be? We can offer a wide selection selection of
doors in different colours.

3. Choose interior organisers. Think through your dayto-
day needs. Do you have a lot of shoes? Then a pull
out tray with shoe rails could be a good option for you.
Or perhaps you have a lot of trousers? Then a trouser
hanger will come in handy. If you keep your summer and
winter clothes in the same place, deep wire baskets will
store your clothes neatly away.

Once you have decided on the interior organisers, it’s time 
to add the finishing touches. Complete your new wardrobe 
with your choice of boxes and inserts from our extensive 
range of interior accessories. And for a really great result, 
don’t forget the integrated lighting!

Bedroom planner helps you to calculate the price of your 
wardrobe. You can also check the stock availability and 
print or save a product list that you can bring to the store 
or use to buy online.

The planner can be found in the bedroom area of the store 
or on www.IKEA.com.tr/en

www.IKEA.com.tr/en
http://www.ikea.com.tr/en/services/bedroom-planner.aspx


ALL FRAMES
Width×Depth×Height (cm)
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Choose frames in the height, width and depth that suits
your home. You can choose between 201 and 236 cm high

frames, a depth of 35 or 58 cm and a width of 50, 75 and
100 cm. Available colors for each size are listed below.

Wardrobe frame 50×35×201 cm. 

White 602.145.69

Wardrobe frame 50×58×201 cm. 

White 702.145.59
Black-brown 501.413.90

Wardrobe frame 75×35×201 cm, only for sliding doors

White 402.119.77

Wardrobe frame 50×35×236 cm. 

White 402.145.65
Black-brown 802.468.85

Wardrobe frame 75×58×201 cm, only for sliding doors

White 702.145.64
Black-brown 701.413.89

Wardrobe frame 100×35×201 cm. 

White 902.145.63

Wardrobe frame 50×58×236 cm. 

White 802.145.68
Oak effect 801.215.45
Black-brown 401.215.85
White stained oak effect 901.839.91

Wardrobe frame 75×35×236 cm, only for sliding 
doors
White 802.074.93
Black-brown 702.468.95

Wardrobe frame 100×58×201 cm. 

White 202.145.66
Black-brown 301.413.91

Wardrobe frame 100×35×236 cm. 

White 002.145.72
Black-brown 002.468.94

Wardrobe frame 75×58×236 cm, only for sliding 
doors
White 202.145.71
Oak effect 701.215.36
Black-brown 701.215.84
White stained oak effect 501.839.93

Wardrobe frame 100×58×236 cm. 

White 502.145.60
Oak effect 901.215.83
Black-brown 901.215.83
White stained oak effect 301.839.89

Read more in the
guarantee brochure.
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Below you can see how different widths are built 
combining the frames.

HOW TO COMBINE FRAMES

150 cm combination 
75+75 cm

200 cm combination
100+100 cm
Alternatives: 100+50+50 cm, 
50+50+50+50 cm

300 cm combination
75+75+75+75 cm
Note: Two pair of 150 cm wide sliding doors are needed 
to build a 300 cm wide combination.
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The sliding doors are sold in pairs. The size refers
to the total measurement of the two doors together.

Add a soft closing device that catches the running doors so 
that they close slowly, silently and softly.

ALL SLIDING DOORS

HASVIK pair of sliding doors. 

White
150×201 cm 602.373.54
200×201 cm 702.373.58
150×236 cm 102.373.56
200×236 cm 302.373.60
High-gloss white
150×236 cm 702.334.97
200×236 cm 902.335.09

BERGSFJORD pair of sliding doors. 

White
150×236 cm 602.505.57
200×236 cm 602.505.62

AULI mirror, pair of sliding doors. NOTE: The door
is divided into three packages. Please use a picking list
to ensure you collect one door frame and two packages 
of door panels. Mirror with aluminum metal frame.

150×201 cm 098.987.72
200×201 cm 498.987.70
150×236 cm 698.987.69
200×236 cm 298.987.71

FÄRVIK glass, pair of sliding doors. NOTE: The door
is divided into three packages. Please use a picking list
to ensure you collect one door frame and two packages
of door panels. 
White with white metal frame
150×236 cm 399.304.45 
200×236 cm 799.304.48 

AULI/FÄRVIK mirror/glass, pair of sliding doors.
NOTE: The door is divided into three packages. Please
use a picking list to ensure you collect one door frame
and two packages of door panels.
Mirror/white with white metal frame

150×236 cm 899.303.82
200×236 cm 199.303.85 

INNFJORDEN glass, pair of sliding doors. NOTE:
The door is divided into three packages. Please use a
picking list to ensure you collect one door frame and
two packages of door panels.
White with white metal frame
150×236 cm 690.125.19 
200×236 cm 890.125.23 

AULI/INNFJORDEN mirror/glass, pair of sliding
doors. NOTE: The door is divided into three packages.
Please use a picking list to ensure you collect one door
frame and two packages of door panels.
Mirror/white with white metal frame
150×236 cm 390.125.06
200×236 cm 790.125.09 

ILSENG veneer, pair of sliding doors. NOTE: The
door is divided into three packages. Please use a picking
list to ensure you collect one door frame and two
packages of door panels.

Black-brown with black metal frame 
150×236 cm 399.303.27
200×236 cm 799.303.30 
Black-brown with aluminium metal frame 
150×201 cm 599.324.34
200×201 cm 899.324.37
150×236 cm 299.324.35
200×236 cm 699.324.38
Oak with aluminium metal frame
150×201 cm 399.302.52
200×201 cm 699.302.55 
150×236 cm 199.302.53 
200×236 cm 499.302.56 
White stained oak with aluminium metal frame 
150×201 cm 899.302.59 
200×201 cm 299.302.62 
150×236 cm 699.302.60
200×236 cm 099.302.63

AULI/ILSENG mirror/veneer, pair of sliding doors.
NOTE: The door is divided into three packages. Please
use a picking list to ensure you collect one door frame
and two packages of door panels.

Mirror/black-brown with black metal frame
150×236 cm 599.303.45
200×236 cm 999.303.48
Mirror/black-brown with aluminum metal frame
150×201 cm 099.324.22
200×201 cm 399.324.25
150×236 cm 899.324.23
200×236 cm 199.324.26
Mirror/oak with aluminum metal frame
150×201 cm 899.303.01
200×201 cm 299.303.04
150×236 cm 499.303.03
200×236 cm 699.303.02
Mirror/white stained oak with aluminum metal frame 
150×201 cm 599.302.89
200×201 cm 999.302.92
150×236 cm 399.302.90
200×236 cm 799.302.93

SEKKEN glass, pair of sliding doors. NOTE: The
door is divided into three packages. Please use a picking
list to ensure you collect one door frame and two
packages of door panels.
Frosted glass with aluminum metal frame
150×201 cm 999.303.10 
200×201 cm 399.303.13
150×236 cm 799.303.11
200×236 cm 199.303.14

AULI/SEKKEN mirror/glass, pair of sliding doors.
NOTE: The door is divided into three packages. Please
use a picking list to ensure you collect one door frame
and two packages of door panels.
Mirror/frosted glass with aluminium metal frame

150×201 cm 099.303.57
200×201 cm 499.303.60
150×236 cm 899.303.58 
200×236 cm 299.303.61

Read more in the
guarantee brochure.
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150×236 cm 099.304.04 
200×236 cm 599.304.06

HURDAL pine, pair of sliding doors.

Light brown
150×236 cm 602.828.79
200×236 cm 202.282.76 

KOMPLEMENT soft closing device. Fits all sliding
doors designed for PAX frames except HASVIK,
BERGSFJORD and HURDAL.
2 pack 202.023.23

ALL SLIDING DOORS

AULI/MEHAMN mirror/foil, pair of sliding doors.
NOTE: The door is divided into three packages. Please
use a picking list to ensure you collect one door frame
and two packages of door panels.
Mirror/white with white metal frame

CREATE YOUR OWN SLIDING DOOR

You can also choose your own combination of metal frames
and panels for your sliding doors. The metal frame is 
available in white, black and aluminum and the panels 
come in a variety of materials and colours. Choose one 
frame and two packages of panels for each sliding door.

You will find all sliding door frames and panels on our 
website www.IKEA.com.tr/en
You can also create your own sliding door in the PAX 
planning tool or contact staff at the PAX area in the store 
for more info.

UGGDAL glass, pair of sliding doors. NOTE: The
door is divided into three packages. Please use a picking
list to ensure you collect one door frame and two
packages of door panels.
Grey with aluminium metal frame

150×236 cm 699.301.80
200×236 cm 099.301.83 

AULI/UGGDAL mirror/glass, pair of sliding doors
NOTE: The door is divided into three packages. Please
use a picking list to ensure you collect one door frame
and two packages of door panels.
Mirror/grey with aluminium metal frame

150×236 cm 699.301.61
200×236 cm 099.301.64 

MEHAMN pair of sliding doors. NOTE: The door is
divided into three packages. Please use a picking list to
ensure you collect one door frame and two packages of
door panels.
White with white metal frame

150×236 cm 799.303.92 
200×236 cm 099.303.95

Read more in the
guarantee brochure.

http://www.ikea.com.tr/en/


Organise all your shoes, ties, bed linen, lingerie, scarves,
trousers, handbags, shoes, jewellery etc. The 
KOMPLEMENT range perfectly matches the different 
doors and frames in the PAX series.

INTERIOR ORGANISERS

Width and depth of KOMPLEMENT articles is stated to 
match the dimensions of the corresponding frame, actual 
dimensions vary.
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KOMPLEMENT divider for frames 
100×58×81.5 cm.
Black-brown 402.464.20

Oak effect 302.728.05

White 002.464.17

White stained oak effect 602.464.19

KOMPLEMENT divider for frames 50×58×81.5 cm.

Black-brown                 802.463.95

Oak effect 902.728.07

White 602.463.96

White stained oak effect 202.464.02

KOMPLEMENT shelf for insert 100×35×19 cm. 

Black-brown                 802.577.89

White 402.074.71 

KOMPLEMENT shelf for 100×35 cm. 

Black-brown 302.779.97

White 002.779.89

KOMPLEMENT shelf for 75×35 cm. 

Black-brown 902.780.03

White 702.779.95

KOMPLEMENT shelf for 50×35 cm. 

Black-brown 502.780.00

White 402.779.92

KOMPLEMENT shelf for 50Ĭ35 cm. 

Black-brown 802.779.71

Oak effect 402.779.87

White 702.779.57

White stained oak effect 102.779.84

KOMPLEMENT shelf for 75×58 cm. 

Black-brown 002.779.65

Oak effect 802.779.85

White 902.779.61

White stained oak effect 502.779.77

KOMPLEMENT shelf for 50×58 cm.

Black-brown 402.779.68

Oak effect 602.779.86

White 302.779.59

White stained oak effect 702.779.81

KOMPLEMENT glass shelf for 100×58 cm.

Black-brown 402.576.49

Oak effect 802.728.36

White 702.576.38

White stained oak effect 602.576.48

KOMPLEMENT glass shelf for 75×58 cm.

Black-brown 702.576.62

Oak effect 702.72832

White 802.576.47

White stained oak effect 102.576.60

KOMPLEMENT glass shelf for 50×58 cm.

Black-brown 902.576.56

Oak effect 302.728.34

White 002.576.46

White stained oak effect 402.576.54

KOMPLEMENT pull-out tray 100×58 cm. Combines
with different inserts and shoe racks, see organising
accessories.

Black-brown 002.463.80

Oak effect 502.728.09

White 702.463.86

White stained oak effect 302.463.88

KOMPLEMENT pull-out tray 75×58 cm. 

Black-brown 502.463.68

Oak effect 702.728.13

White 302.463.74

White stained oak effect 802.463.76

KOMPLEMENT pull-out tray 50×58 cm. Combines
with different inserts and shoe racks, see organising
accessories.

Black-brown 802.463.62

Oak effect 102.728.11

White 202.463.60

White stained oak effect 002.46356

KOMPLEMENT clothes rail 100 cm. Fits 
frames with 58 cm depth.

Dark grey 802.569.40

White 302.568.91

KOMPLEMENT clothes rail 75 cm. 

Dark grey 002.569.44

White 402.568.95

KOMPLEMENT clothes rail 50 cm. 

Dark grey 402.569.42

White 902.568.93

Read more in the
guarantee brochure.



INTERIOR ORGANISERS
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KOMPLEMENT clothes rail pull-out 100×35 cm. 
Fits frames with 35 cm depth.

Dark grey 302.569.66

White 202.569.00

KOMPLEMENT clothes rail pull-out 75×35 cm. 

Dark grey                 502.569.70

White 602.569.03

KOMPLEMENT clothes rail pull-out  50×35 cm. 

Dark grey                 902.569.68

White 402.569.04

KOMPLEMENT drawer 100×35 cm. 

Black-brown 802.467.53

White 702.467.58

KOMPLEMENT drawer 75×35 cm. 

Black-brown 802.467.48

White 702.467.44

KOMPLEMENT drawer 50×35 cm. 

Black-brown 502.467.16

White 302.467.22

KOMPLEMENT drawer 100×58 cm. 

Black-brown 002.463.42

Oak effect 202728.15

White 902.463.52

White stained oak effect 702.463.48

KOMPLEMENT drawer 75×58 cm. 

Black-brown 202.463.22

Oak effect 402.728.19

White 102.463.32

White stained oak effect 902.463.28

KOMPLEMENT drawer 50×58 cm. 

Black-brown 802.463.00

Oak effect 802.728.17

White 102.463.08

White stained oak effect 502.463.06

KOMPLEMENT drawer with glass front 100×58 cm. 

Black-brown    402.467.12 

Oak effect 002.728.21

White 202.467.08

White stained oak effect 002.467.14

KOMPLEMENT drawer with glass front 75×58 cm.

Black-brown                 602.466.93

Oak effect 102.728.25

White 102.466.95

White stained oak effect 502.467.02

KOMPLEMENT drawer with glass front 50×58 cm.

Black-brown                 602.466.88

Oak effect 602.728.23

White 702.466.83

White stained oak effect 102.466.81

KOMPLEMENT metal basket 100×58 cm. To be 
completed with KOMPLEMENT pull-out rail for basket 
58 cm. Sold separately.

Patterned/dark grey 002.573.21

Patterned/white 602.573.23

KOMPLEMENT metal basket 75×58 cm. To be 
completed with KOMPLEMENT pull-out rail for basket 
58 cm. Sold separately.

Patterned/dark grey 602.573.37

Patterned/white 202.573.39

KOMPLEMENT metal basket 50×58 cm. To be 
completed with KOMPLEMENT pull-out rail for basket 
58 cm. Sold separately.

Patterned/dark grey 302.573.29

Patterned/white 902.573.31

KOMPLEMENT wire basket 100×35 cm. To be 
completed with KOMPLEMENT pull-out rail for basket 
35 cm. Sold separately.

Dark grey 002.572.79

White 802.572.75

KOMPLEMENT wire basket 75×35 cm. To be 
completed with KOMPLEMENT pull-out rail for basket 
35cm. Sold separately.

Dark grey 102.572.88

White 402.572.77

KOMPLEMENT wire basket 50×35 cm. To be 
completed with KOMPLEMENT pull-out rail for basket 
35 cm. Sold separately.

Dark grey 002.572.84

White 902.572.70

KOMPLEMENT wire basket 100×58 cm. To be 
completed with KOMPLEMENT pull-out rail for basket 
58 cm. Sold separately.

Dark grey 402.572.82

White 502.572.72

KOMPLEMENT wire basket 75×58 cm. To be 
completed with KOMPLEMENT pull-out rail for basket 
58 cm. Sold separately.

Dark grey 702.572.90

White 102.572.74

KOMPLEMENT wire basket 50×58 cm. To be 
completed with KOMPLEMENT pull-out rail for basket 
58 cm. Sold separately.

Dark grey 502.572.86

White 502.572.67

Read more in the
guarantee brochure.



INTERIOR ORGANISERS
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KOMPLEMENT pull-out rail for basket 35cm, 2 pcs. 

Dark grey                 902.632.33

White 602.632.44

KOMPLEMENT pull-out rail for basket 58cm, 2 pcs 

Dark grey 102632.32

White 302.632.45

KOMPLEMENT pull-out multi-use hanger 35

Dark grey 702.571.86 

White 302.569.09 

KOMPLEMENT pull-out multi-use hanger 58

Dark grey 202.624.87 

White 802.624.89 

KOMPLEMENT pull-out shoe shelf 100×58 cm. 

Dark grey                102.574.67

White 002.574.63

KOMPLEMENT pull-out shoe shelf 75×58 cm. 

Dark grey                 302.574.71

White 302.574.66

KOMPLEMENT pull-out shoe shelf 50×58 cm. 

Dark grey                 702.574.69

White 802.574.64

KOMPLEMENT shoe shelf 100×35 cm. 

Dark grey 902.572.51

White 502.572.53

KOMPLEMENT shoe shelf 75×35 cm. 

Dark grey 202.572.59

White 802.572.61

KOMPLEMENT shoe shelf 50×35 cm. 

Dark grey 002.572.55

White 602.572.57

KOMPLEMENT pull-out trouser hanger 100×35 cm. 

Dark grey                402.573.62

White 802.573.55

KOMPLEMENT pull-out trouser hanger 75×35 cm. 

Dark grey                702.573.70

White 802.573.60

KOMPLEMENT pull-out trouser hanger 50×35 cm. 

Dark grey                   502.573.66

White 202.573.58

KOMPLEMENT pull-out trouser hanger 100×58 cm.

Dark grey                002.57364

White 702.57351

KOMPLEMENT pull-out trouser hanger 75×58 cm. 

Dark grey                302.573.72

White 602.573.56

KOMPLEMENT pull-out trouser hanger 50×58 cm. 

Dark grey                102.573.68

White 902.573.50

KOMPLEMENT divider for pull-out tray, transparent. 

100×58 cm                602.467.92

75×58 cm 802.467.91

50×58 cm 202.467.89

KOMPLEMENT insert for pull-out tray, grey.
To fit KOMPLEMENT pull-out tray 75×58 cm you will 
need: 1 KOMPLEMENT insert 25×58 cm and 1 
KOMPLEMENT insert 50×58 cm.
To fit KOMPLEMENT pull-out tray 100×58 cm you will 
need: 2 KOMPLEMENT insert 25×58 cm and 1 
KOMPLEMENT insert 50×58 cm.

25×58 cm 502.575.83

50×58 cm 702.575.82

KOMPLEMENT jewellery insert for pull-out tray, 
red. To fit KOMPLEMENT pull-out tray 75×58 cm you 
will need: 1 KOMPLEMENT jewellery insert 25×58 cm 
and 1 KOMPLEMENT jewellery insert 50×58 cm.
To fit KOMPLEMENT pull-out tray 100×58 cm you will 
need: 2 KOMPLEMENT jewellery inserts 25×58 cm and 
1 KOMPLEMENT jewellery insert 50×58 cm.

25×58 cm 002.542.14

50×58 cm 502.542.16

Read more in the
guarantee brochure.
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HÖFTA divider for drawer 74×14 cm, 3-p.
55x10 cm 202.821.07 
74x14 cm 002.821.08 

KOMPLEMENT multi-use hanger, 
White. 701.089.12 

SKUBB box with compartments, 44×34×11 cm. 

Beyaz 101.855.93 
Black 602.105.52 
Light green 902.997.17 

SKUBB storage case 44×55×19 cm.
White 302.903.62 
Black 902.903.64 

SKUBB storage case, set of 6, 14x14x13 cm, 
28x14x13 cm and 28x28x13 cm, 2 pcs for each. 
White 001.926.31 
Black 601.926.33 
Light green 602.997.14 

SKUBB storage case 69×55×19 cm. 
White 902.949.89 
Black 302.949.87 

SKUBB storage case 93×55×19 cm. 

White 702.903.60 
Black 402.903:66 

FJÄLLA box with lid. 

22×27×16 cm
Off white 502.920.01 
Blue 502.919.97 
Brown 102.919.99 
27×36×20 cm
Off white 802.699.52 
Blue 402.699.54 
Brown 402.699.53 
40×56×28 cm
Off white 202.699.50 
Blue 702.699.57 
Brown 502.699.58 

SVIRA box with lid 33×39×33 cm. 

Grey/white stripe 802.902.89 

SVIRA box with lid 39×48×19 cm. 

Grey/white stripe 402.902.91 

SKUBB hanging shoe organiser with 16 pockets. 

White 702.508.54 
Black 202.519.74 

SKUBB clothes cover, set of 3. Sizes: 2 pcs
60×105 cm and 1 pc 60×135 cm.
White 501.794.63 
Light green 502.997.19 

SKUBB laundry bag with stand, 22×55×65 cm, 80lt.

White 902.240.48 
Black 302.240.46 

SKUBB storage with 6 compartments 35×45×125 cm. 
White 002.458.80 
Black 802.458.76 
Light green 702.997.23 

SVIRA box with lid, 39×48×28 cm. 

Grey/white flowers 202.902.92 

SVIRA box, set of 3, 2 pcs 37x20x14 cm and 1 pc 
40x37x14 cm. 
Grey/white flowers 402.902.86 

SKUBB shoe box, 22×34×16 cm, 4 pcs.

White 901.863.91 

Black 301.933.75 

SKUBB box, 31×34×33 cm, 3 pcs 

White 001.863.95 
Black 402.105.34 
Light green 202.997.06 

SKUBB box, 31×55×33 cm, 3 pcs 

White 602.903.70 
Black 002.903.68 

SVIRA storage with 7 compartments 30×30×95 cm. 

Grey/white stripe 602.902.90 

INTERIOR ACCESSORIES



INTEGRATED LIGHTING ALL PARTS
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Visit www.IKEA.com.tr/en for current prices. 

Supply problems may arise due to limited stocks. IKEA reserves the right to revise the price. IKEA shall not be held liable whatsoever for print errors that are not within 
its control on the buying guide. IKEA reserves the right to correct such errors. IKEA shall not be held liable for any damage or losses arising from incorrect assembly. 

ANSLUTA intermediate connection cord 0.7 m.
Can be used as a direct connection between lamps, 
e.g. between two sections of wall cabinets, with one
single connection to the mains supply.
White 601.168.99 

ANSLUTA intermediate connection cord, 2.0 m 

501.167.29 

ANSLUTA power supply cord 3.5 m. For connection
to the mains supply of 1 or up to 10 series connected
lamps; turn the lamps on and off with one single 
switch. 501.165.93 

LEDBERG LED lighting strip. 3 pieces, 25 cm each. IKEA. 
Model L0911 Ledberg. This luminaire contains built-in LED 
lamps The lamps cannot be changed in the luminaire.
White 501.920.68 

LINDSHULT LED cabinet lighting. Provides a
focused light; good for lighting up smaller areas. To be 
completed with ANSLUTA power supply cord, sold 
separately. Built-in LED light source. IKEA. Model L1304 
Lindshult. This luminaire contains built in LED lamps. The 
lamps can not be changed in the luminaire.
Nickel-plated 102.604.36 

FORMAT LED cabinet lighting. Provides a focused
light; good for lighting up smaller areas. To be completed 
with ANSLUTA power supply cord, sold separately IKEA. 
Model L1306 Format. This luminaire contains built in LED 
lamps. The lamps can not be
changed in the luminaire.

Nickel-plated 302.603.84 

URSHULT LED cabinet lighting. Provides a focused
light; good for lighting up smaller areas. To be 
completed with ANSLUTA power supply cord, sold 
separately. Built-in LED light source. IKEA. Model 
L1305 Urshult. This luminaire contains built in LED 
lamps. The lamps can not be changed in the luminaire.
Nickel-plated 302.604.02 
White 502.603.97 

DIODER LED lighting strip. 4 pcs. 25 cm each.

White 601.165.40 
Çok renkli 401.923.61

STRIBERG LED lighting strip. Aluminum-colour.
To be completed with ANSLUTA intermediate connection 
cord, sold separately. IKEA. Model L1311/L1312/L1313 
Striberg. This luminaire contains built in LED lamps. The 
lamps can not be changed in the
luminaire.

42 cm 202.676.25 
67 cm 002.676.26
92 cm 802.676.27 




